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ABSTRACT

 Since the launch of government policy in 2006 to enlarge the size of government loans to 

Village Funds through the lending services of the Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural 

Cooperatives (BAAC) and the Government Saving Bank (GSB), most Village Funds in Uttaradit 

Province apparently have chosen the services from the latter Bank.  Consequently, it became the 

interest of this study to investigate the factors influencing the choices for either Bank as well as 

explore the opinions of stakeholders in the Village Funds regarding the probable reasons for the 

switch from presently using the Government Saving Bank’s services to becoming BAAC’s clients.

Data and information were compiled by questionnaire interview from 200 samples of Village 

Funds that applied for enlarged loans from GSB and 100 samples which chose to obtain such loan 

services from BAAC.  Analysis was performed upon the results of descriptive statistics including 

frequency, percentage, and arithmetic mean; and priority ranking. 

 Most samples under study were found to have similar background information and 

comparable operational performances.  The average Village Fund client of GSB previously had 

163 households as members and earned 70,500 baht net profit annually.  After receiving the 

approval for enlarged loan size in 2007-2008 on the average for 987,250 baht per Fund per year at 

5.5% interest rate, each Village Fund would relend the loan to generally 70 Fund members per 



year at 10.4% interest rate and then earned 58,500 baht net profit per year.  In the case of clients of 

BAAC, prior to the loan size entargement policy the average Village Fund used to have 159 

households as member and make about 64,500 baht net profit per year.  Upon the access to larger 

loan size in 2007-2008, the average Village Fund borrowed 992,000 baht per year at 5.5% interest 

rate and then relended to 66 Fund members per year at 10.5% interest rate, making 71,750 baht net 

profit annually.  With respect to the choice to use enlarged loan services from BAAC or GSB, 

both groups of samples indicated the primary factor being the resolution from the Village Fund 

meeting followed by the advantage from low borrowing interest rate and the appropriate loan limit 

given by each bank. 

 The most important criteria for the switch from GSB to BAAC as source of enlarged loan 

borrowing were found to be the relatively lower interest rates and the relatively larger loan limits 

offered by BAAC.  The secondary important considerations included the BAAC’s policies to 

allow the diverse utilization of the borrowed fund by the Village Funds, accept various forms of 

suretyship, ease the loan dishurstment procedure, as well as organize it possible training for 

Village Funds’ members. 

 Despite various favorable conditions offered by BAAC, 68 % of the GSB’s clients did not 

consider the switch it use BAAC’s services because of their tight bond with GSB.  To enable the 

increase in number of Village Funds to use its enlarged loan services, BAAC should place the 

importance on explaining to the chairman and committee members of Village Funds about the 

special conditions it can offer because Village Fund committee are highly instrumental for guiding 

the decision of the Fund members.  BAAC should alse decrease the lending interest to be lower 

than the present rate. 


